
May, 17th - 29th 2023

DETAILED SAILING INSTRUCTIONS (DSI)
Including amendments to the NoR & SI (in red)

Notation Meaning

[NP] In a rule means that a player may not protest another player for breaking that rule. The PRO and/or the PC and/or the OA YES.

[DP] in a rule means that the penalty for a breach of the rule may, at the discretion of the protest committee, be less than DSQ.

1. PREAMBLE
[NP] In accordance with item 8.6 of NoR & SI, the OA has the right to change the format at her discretion.

DELETE SECTION 8 of NoR & SI and REPLACE with the FOLLOWING
2. NUMBER of RACES, DISCARD and VALIDITY
2.1 The Regatta is a fleet race event.
2.2 Races and Discards:

a) Quarters Finals [seventy-two (72) players]: seven (7) races will be sailed, NO discard. Points are not
carried to the next stage.

b) Semifinals [forty (40) players]: seven (7) races will be sailed, NO discard. Points are not carried to the
next stage.

c) Final Stage 1 [twenty (20) players]: seven (7) races will be sailed, NO discard. Points ARE CARRIED to
the next stage.

d) Medal Series [the best ten (10) players of the Final Stage 1]: three (3) races NO discard;
e) In each race of the medal series “Low Point” scoring system is changed to: 1st place 2 points,

2nd place 4 points, 3rd place 6 points and so on. In addition, DNC, DNS, DNF will receive 22 points.
2.3 The players will be divided into heats at the sole discretion of OA.
2.4 The OA, if possible, will practice the following guidelines:

a) Minimum ten (10) entries;
b) With more than twenty (20) entries, heats will be constituted.

2.5 The regatta will be valid if at least three (3) races (of all heats) of Quarter Finals will be scored. A race
will be counted and scored only if all heats have been completed.

2.6 [NP] The OA may change the format at its discretion at any time.
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3. SCHEDULE & EVENT FORMAT
3.1 The schedule is as follows:

Racing Days Hour Regatta Stage Number of Races Number of Players Location

May 22th 2200 Quarters Finals 7 (no discard) 64 male - 8 female On-Line - Custom Room

May 25th 2200 Semifinals 7 (no discard) 40 On-Line - Custom Room

May 29th 2130 Final Stage 1 7 (no discard) 20 On-Line - Custom Room

May 29th to Follow Medal Series 3 (double points) 10 On-Line - Custom Room

May 29th to Follow Prize Giving - Top 3 Open & Female On-Line - EDEC

4. HEATS, PASSWORD & STARTING PROCEDURE
4.1 In the Quarter Finals the four (4) heats names will be: Roma, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin.
4.2 In the Semifinals the two (2) heats names will be: Madrid and London.
4.3 In the Final Stage 1 and the Medal Series fleet name will be: Eurosaf-Gold.
4.4 Each heat or fleet will have a dedicated discord channel (text) such as #roma, #paris and so on.
4.5 All information about a specific heat will be posted on that heat channel (eg. the password to enter the

race, when the race is open, at 1 minute to the START(VRI), a postponement, an abandonment).
4.6 [NP] The goal is to start on time, only for very valid reasons the race officer may decide to delay the

start of a race.
4.7 [NP] Once the race officer is certain that all players belonging to that heat are in the room they will ask

to start the race.
4.8 [NP] A race may be postponed or abandoned and restarted at the discretion of the PRO or their

delegate race officer.
4.9 The players, in the event of postponement (kill the race before the starting signal) will be informed on

their heat channel to leave the race; the restarted race will be open as soon as practical.
4.10 [NP] The players, in the event of abandonment (kill the race after the starting signal), will be informed

by asking one of the players to post three (3) consecutive hungry emoji. The sailor shall immediately
leave the race; the restarted race will be open as soon as practical.

Add to the NoR & SI a NEW item
9.6 The results of the female division will be calculated from the general ranking.
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